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"Not only does this organization fair give us a chance to meet
new people, it gives people a chance to become more involved
with the University."

By Allison Halco

JON MCCAFFERTY
CO-RUSH CHAIRMAN OF KAPPA ALPHA ORDER

ute information about their
group am I attempt to recruit new
members.
Due- mainly to space constraints, foil coordinators do not
expect as many contests or giveaways to be a part of this fair as
those seen in the fair during fall
semester.
"This Student Organization
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Fair provides opportunities

IEPOITE*
More than lOOcarnpusorganizaiionswiD be represented today
at the Student Organization Pair,
sponsored by the Oftii
Campus Involvement.
"I am pleased with the Interest
organizations express [in the
Student Organization Fair],"
Gordy Heminger,
Interim
Coordinator
of
Student
Organization Services said of the
number of groups l>eing repre
seined at (he fail.
Rach organization will he
assigned a table at the fair, from
which its members can distrib-

January 23,
2003

lair will IK' much more low-key
than the fair in the fall,"
Heminger said.
However, participating student organizations feel that the
fair will be an effective way to
publicize their group.
"1 think that personal contact
is the best way to achieve something like this, recruitment and

education for the program,"
Craig Turtle, treasurer of Alpha
Sigma Phi, said of his participation in the fair.
Tuttle is also the parliamentarian of the Resident Student
Association, which he will also be
representing today at the fair.
"As an organization, we (RSA)
realize that our image is not to

the height of USG or L1AO, but
we represent the second largest
constituency on campus, and
we feel that it's important to
spread the knowledge of all that
we do as an organization representing the residents," Tuttle
said.
)on McCafferty, Co-Hush
(Chairman of Kappa Alpha Order,
sees the fair as not only beneficial
to participating organizations,
but to the University as a whole.
"We're an individual organization, but together (with the other
organizations!, we create this
FAIR, PAGE 2

Tax increases proposed in speech

Will Shilhns AP PMo

SPEECH: Gov. Bob Taft addtesses a joint session of the Ohio House and Senate while delivering his
State ol the Slate speech at the Statehouse in Columbus yesterday. Taft otdeted $121 million in spending cuts to help deal with the state's $720 million deficit.

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — interrupted by applause 24
Gov. Bob Taft proposed tax times, including seven standing
increases and additional budget ovations.
Taft cited the double-barreled
cuts to address the state's latest
budget woes while offering law- problems of an eroding tax base
makers few details in yesterday's and soaring health care costs,
factors camouflaged in the
State of the State speech.
He said the state must raise 1990s during explosive economtaxes now, and in the next two- ic growth.
"The actions I'm asking you to
year budget cycle empty its
rainy-day fund, and close pris- take will be painful," Taft said.
ons and centers for the mentally "Indeed, they are painful for me
retarded to fix Ohio's third bud- to propose. But the conseget deficit in two years. The quences of inaction are unacceptable."
deficit is about S720 million.
About an hour before the
"Unfortunately, the day of
reckoning has arrived," he said speech. Taft ordered $121 milin his fifth State of the State lion in state spending cuts to
help fix Ohio's third budget
speech.
Taft set out two goals made deficit in two years.
The governor's executive
necessary by the sluggish economy and both difficult to sell to order exempted a few areas of
lawmakers: raise $160 million in spending such as school fundtaxes on alcohol and cigarettes ing, basic aid for higher educaover the next two months, then tion, job development and a
increase a variety of additional program that allows senior citizens to live at home instead of
taxes on July 1.
Those taxes include increas- entering a nursing home.
With Wednesday's announceing the number of services covered by sales taxes while broad- ment, Taft will have ordered
ening the state's business taxes about $1 billion in state cuts in
by eliminating some exemp- the past two years.
Taft said he needed to raise
tions.
Taft wouldn't say what ser- cigarette taxes to $1 a pack and
vices would be covered or which double the state's alcohol taxes
exemptions are being consid- by the end of February or he
ered. A briefing is planned next would have to cut funding to
schools, colleges and the elderly.
week.
House and Senate leaders said
"If last year's budget gap felt
like a gale force wind, this year's they were still waiting for details
budget crisis will feel like the from the governor. House
'Perfect Storm."' Taft said near Speaker Larry Householder, a
the beginning of his 32-minute Glenford Republican, called the
speech, a relatively somber timeline an "aggressive schedaddress intemipted by applause ule" and said lawmakers were
only 13 times, including one up to the challenge.
But he also warned, "You
standing ovation for first lady
Hope Taft and a short ovation at never know what bumps in the
road you're going to face."
the end of the speech.
A Taft proposal to raise cigaLast year's speech, which
began and ended with references to the Sept. 11 anacks. was
SPEECH,PAGE 2

Church
forces
meeting
on gay
issues
CANTON, Ohio (AP) — A
Presbyterian church has filed a
complaint against church
leadership to try to force the
denomination to enforce a ban
on gays in the ministry.
The
complaint,
filed
Tuesday by the Westminster
Presbyterian Church, argues
that church leaders are violating the constitution of the
denomination by delaying a
national meeting on church
policy toward gays.
The dispute cental around
a 1997 policv adopted by the
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.I,
based in Louisville, Ky.. that
prohibits the ordination of
active homosexuals and the
extension of marital rights to
gay couples.
But conservatives have
grown frustrated by higher
church officials who, they say,
have refused to discipline
churches that proclaim their
willingness to ordain noncclibate homosexuals and hold
wedding-like ceremonies for
gays and lesbians.
Using an obscure clause of
church law, 26 ministers and
31 elders signed a petition
seeking to reconvene last year's
General Assembly in special
session to push for strict
enforcement of church policy
on gays.
Paul Rolf lensen, attorney for
the Westminster Church, said
the church constitution
requires only 25 ministers and
25 elders to request a meeting
Upon receiving the petition,
the Rev. Fahed Abu-Akel, moderator of the 2.4 million-member denomination, asked
those who signed to reconsider.
"I implore you in the name
of Christ and for the good of
the Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.) to reconsider your
decision," he wrote.
Jensen said the Book of
Order — the church constitution — requires the moderator
to call the special session once
the petition is received.
"their conduct is an assault
on the integrity of the system,
which is already under attack."
he said.
Abu-Akel did not return calls
requesting
comment
Wednesday.
CHURCH, PAGE 2

Questions remain in Pearl abduction
IHt ASSOCIAIED PUSSS

KARACHI. Pakistan - Scraps

of refuse mix with chalky dust on
the desolate dirt path where Wall
Street journal reporter Daniel
Pearl spent the last tortured days
of his life. It was in a concrete
shed here that the killers videotaped his gruesome murder, and
in the overgrown yard outside
that the journalist's dismembered
remains were finally found.
Four people have been convicted in the American reporters
kidnapping and murder, including the British-born militant who

masterminded Ins abduction on
Ian 23,2002.
Investigators In the ease have
uncovered a web of extremism,
with operatives from several
Pakistani groups and possibly
Osama bin Laden's al-Oaida network in on the plot. That mix is
bad news tin Pakistan, which has
endured a series of anacks since
its president threw his support
behind the U.S.-led war on terrorism.
A year after the 38-year-old
South Asia bureau duel was
snatched off the streets of this

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The tour day forecast is taken
from weather.com

pulsing seaside city, mysteries
still abound.
Authorities arc reluctant to discuss the murder. Suspects disappear or are found dead. Crucial
dates are confused. Confessions
are offered and then recanted.
There is agreement on one
point: Nobody who physically
carried out the killing has been
convicted. None of the four men
sentenced are even believed to
have ever been at the shed where
Pearl was held. Three of the convicted men never met Pearl at all.
"There are people — four or

five people — still out there," said
lameel Yusuf, a lead investigator
in the case and the last person
Pearl is known to have met before
his abduction.
Four men — British-bom
Ahmed Omar Saeed Sheikh and
Pakistanis Fahad Naseem,
Salman Saqib and Sheikh
Mohammed Adeel — were convicted in Pearl's death in July.
Prosecutors say Saeed lured Pearl
into a trap and the others helped
send e-mails showing pho- KIDNAPPED: Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl, who was
PEARL PAGE 2

abducted and killed by Islamic militants while researching a story,
is shown in this photo released by his kidnappers Jan. 30,2002
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Journalists believed kidnapped
By luan Zamorano
i»! «,socuutj pntss
PANAMA CfTY, Panama —
Man gunmen are believed
kidnapped three foreign
journalists,
including
the
KportM
who
inlerviewed
Ameru .in Fabliau suspect lohn
Walker I jndh, police said.
Panamanian media said ihe
men wen) seized on Sunday bya
right-wing paramilitary group.
be Imbed Self-Defense Forces
of Coiombia, |iM north of the
(Colombian border in Panama.
Panama's National Police
Identified the journalists as
Robert V IVhnn. Mark Wedeven
and Megan A. Sniaker.
Peltnn is an American free-

lance journalist who lives in the
Los Angeles area. The two others
are believed to be an American
and a Canadian.
Pelton is an experienced war
correspondent and the author of
"The World's Most Dangerous
Places," a guide book to the
worlds conflict zones.
Pelton covered the war in
Afghanistan for CNN and made
headlines around the world with
his interview of Lindh shortly
after a bloody revolt by Afghan
prisoners in November 2001.
Pclton's wife said she had not
been contacted by any one
claiming responsibility for
Pelton's kidnapping
"I'm waiting for the next step,"

Complaint filed
regarding gays
CHURCH, FROM PAGE 1
Ihe Westminster complaint
Iwfore the church's judicial
commission asks that Abu-Akel
l»e ordered to convene the special session within two months
of the Ian. 14 petition.
Abu-Akel's letter said the
meeting could not start any
sooner than about lour months
after he received the petition
Under such a timetable, the
srssion would occur just days
before die next regular General
Assembly meets, starting May
24 in Denver.
Abu \kel said the denomination's presbyteries, or regional governing bodies, would not
have enough time to vote on
1,-niiii atfcm oi an) constitutional changes passed by the spenai General Assembly
"I believe having two assem-

blies so close to each other
would only create confusion in
die church and diminish our
greater witness to the world,"
he wrote. "I believe that this
may not have been your intention when you signed the petition."
Hal Porter, pastor emeritus at
the
Mount
Auburn
Presbyterian
Church
in
Cincinnati, said Abu-Akel has
made no indication that he will
block the special meeting.
Porter, who supports a wider
role for gays in the church,
called the Westminster complaint "a little rush to judgment."
He said Abu-Akel was trying
only to verify the validity of the
petition. "A lot of people just
don't understand that constitutions require interpretation,"

Porter said.

she said. "I'm waiting for them to
be home safe."
On Tuesday night, police
searchers found the bodies of
three people who police said had
been killed in an attack by the
Colombians. But it was unclear
whether they were the missing
journalists because authorities
were also looking for three
Indians from the nearby village
of Paya who were believed to
have been killed.
Panamanian National Police
spokesman Carlos Bares said
authorities were scouring the
area near Paya. but that they
were not sure where the abducted journalists had been taken.
"They could be in Colombia,"

Bares said.
A Panamanian who served as
the trio's guide. Victor Manuel
Alcazar, was wounded in the
attack and escaped from the
paramilitaries. He was interviewed by the newspaper Ui
Prensa in the Panamanian border town of Boca de Cupe.
Alcazar told the paper the foreigners had hired him to guide
them through the jungle in
Darien province, on the border.
Their group had passed by Paya
when they ran into a column of
50 to fiO paramilitary fighters.
Alcazar said one group took
the foreigners prisoners, while
another group split off and asked
Alcazar to show them the way

back to Paya. Alacaz said the
paramilitaries took him with
them as they attacked Pucuro,
about 12 miles from Paya, but
that he later escaped.
Military sources speculated
the paramilitaries wanted to
attack the Indian village for its
alleged cooperation with leftist
Colombian guerrillas.
Authorities reported the area's
only phone was out of service
and attempts to contact Alcazar
were unsuccessful Tuesday.
Authorities searching near
Paya found another hamlet
which had been attacked, and
recovered the body of one man
killed there.

Statue to be unveiled Fair gives
students
in honor of Pearl
chance to

PEARL, FROM PAGE 1

tographs of the journalist in captivity.
Saeed, the mastermind, was a
member of the ("akistani militant
group Jaish-e-Mohammed, and
spent five years in jail in India for
the 1994 kidnappings of four
Westerners. He was released in
1999 as part of a deal to free the
passengers of a hijacked Indian
jetliner.
Three other men, all allegedly
members of the Lashkar-eIhangvi extremist group, have
been detained but not charged
since they led police to Pearl's
body in May, senior Karachi intelligence sources told The
Associated Press.
The three — Fazal Karim,
Naeem Bukhari and Zubair
Chishti — are believed to have
been involved in the kidnapping
and to have taken pait in holding

Pearl
Karim has told police he did
not kill Pearl. He says three

Middle Eastern men came to the
ramshackle shed to slit Pearl's
throat, probably around Feb. 1 or
2, a few days after the reporter
tried to escape.
The grisly scene was captured
on video and sent to the U.S.
Consulate on Feb. 21. It was
received just ahead of the Muslim
holiday of Eid al-Adha. when animals are traditionally slaughtered
by cutting their throats.
"It was a message from the terrorists to the West that now we
will not only slaughter goats and
cows, but also American lews."
said chief prosecutor Raja
Qureshi. Pearl was Jewish. "It was
a horrible, horrible message.''
Indeed, Pearl's abduction —
which the journal will mark by
unveiling a statue in his honor
today at its Manhattan headquarters — highlighted the dangerous alliance that has emerged
among violent groups in Pakistan
since President Pervez Musharraf
chose to support the U.S.-led war
on terrorism.

be involved
FAIR. FROM PAGE 1
university," McCafferty said.
"Not only does this organization fair give us a chance to
meet new people, it gives people a chance to become more
involved with the University."
The Student Organization
Fair is especially important to
Kappa Alpha Order for recruitment purposes. McCafferty
estimated that an average of 10
to 15 students pledge to the fraternity each year as a result of
Kappa Alpha Order's representation at the fair.
" (The fair] gives us an opportunity to get our name known,
gives people an opportunity to
see who we are and what we
do, and gives us the chance to
meet new people and interact
with other organizations on
campus," McCafferty said.
The Student Organization
Fair will be held in the Grand
Ballroom of the Union from
10:30 am. until 1:30 p.m.

Taft seeks
more high
tech jobs
SPEECH,FROM PAGE 1
rette taxes by 50 cents last
spring met with strong opposition
by
conservative
Republican lawmakers. They
delayed work on a $1.9 billion
deficit for at least two weeks
before finally whittling the
increase lo 31 cents a pack.
Sen. lim Ionian, who
opposed the last cigarette tax
increase, said he can't support
Taft's new proposal.
lordan,
an
Urbana
Republican, noted that Taft said
more than a year ago there was
no more room to cut in the state
budget, but then proceeded to
trim spending, most recently
yesterday.
"He has proven we can do
additional cuts that he first
thought we couldn't do. I think
we can do more," lordan said. "I
come from the premise that
families are overtaxed and the
government's too big."
Even as he doled out bad
news, Taft asked lawmakers to
support his Third Frontier initiative to boost the number of
high-tech jobs in Ohio and
hopefully improve the state's
future economy.
He asked lawmakers to act
quickly to place a $500 million
bond issue on the November
ballot to fund further high-tech
initiatives.
The Third Frontier program
"is not a luxury, even in our
most difficult budget hour," Taft
said. "We must make this
investment today to make Ohio
better tomorrow."
With less than six months left
in the fiscal year, lawmakers
may have little choice but to go
along with Taft's plan for the
current $720 million deficit,
said Rick Yocum, director of the
Ohio
Public
Expenditure
Council, a nonpartisan budget
think tank.
"We are so deep in right now,
they can't cut their way out and
they can't tax their way out,"
Yocum said. "They have to do
both."

train®
J. CREW
WAREHOUSE SALE

nmmwmmw m--m
...isn't there some kind of organization
for commuting students? I feel like I'm just
a number here at the university.

there could be one if you wanted!
O«iinection could be thai
:<. amid be where you go
lo irwel people and make fncvls. get
L-xmiiies.orewn
get belp with todays honiesrork. If this
srv uids like something you'd like to have
here al BCSU, then come to one of the
listed meetings and find out how lo get
off Campus Connectiou.

Meetings located in
Student I nil in Km. 5 IS:
January 15th at 11:50 a.m.
January 16th at Noon
January 21st al 900 a.m.
January 22nd at 2:30 p.m.

For more information contact:
Office of Campus Involvement
Phone 372-2345
Email invofad@bgnet.bgsu edu

OFF-CAMPUS

V CONNECTION V

BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION
LENHART GRAND BALLROOM
;

MOTIVATED WORKERS NEEDED
AM/PM SHIFTS AVAILABLE
$7.50/hr. - 4 HOUR SHIFTS

fm m.9HMtl
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ONE MAN DIES IN FRATERNITY IRAWl'

www.bgneyrs.com/campus
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SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) —An early morning tjrawi invoking several fraternity members and others armed with
sticks and knives left one man dead and several others
injured yesterday. Police said the fight ^may na^ve
stemmed from an altercation earlier in the week involving members of a fraternity at San Jose State University
and the same fraternity at another campus.
■' • . '
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The calender of events is Ukoi ton
hnp-J/evenls-ogsiLedu

9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Information Table
Union Lobby

will be selling secret admirer carnations for delivery on Valentine's
Day.
Union Lobby

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
The Contemporary Landscape...
This exhibition will explore several
approaches to the question of why
the landscape continues to be a
compelling subject in the new millennium. It features work by several
of the foremost contemporary landscape painters working today.
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Dance Marathon Merchandise
Sale
Alpha Phi Omega will be selling
windpants and ehdcplate feet for
Dance Marathon.
Union Lobby

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Wake Up Little Susie: Pregnancy
and Power before Roe vs. Wade
A three-dimensional mixed-media
collaborative installation by artists
Cathleen Meadows. Kay Obering
and Kathy Hutton on the theme of
pregnancy and race between 1945
and 1965.
Willard Wankelman Gallery
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Warnings: an Exhibit by Lisa Link
Willard Wankelman Gallery
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Carnation Sale
The Fashion Merchandising Assoc.

10:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
The IIG Spring Welcome
"The Student Organizational Hit"
Sponsored by the Office of Campus
Involvement.
Grand Ballroom
6 p.m.
Dissertation Writing trout for

Women
An interdisciplinary group open to
any woman in the writing process
of her program, whether at Bit pre-1
liminary/comprehensive exam
stage or the dissertation/thesis
stage. Please feel free to join us
any Thursday to see if this group
works for you. Contact Cynthia
Mahaffey for further details:
mahaff®bgnet.bgsu.edu.
107 Hanna Hall

I I
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7 p.m.
Visiting Artist's Lecture: Todd Hido
This event is free and open to the
public. Todd Hido is a San
Francisco-based artist whose work
his been featured in Artforum, The
New York Times Magazine,
Doubletake. Metropolis, The Face, ID and most recently has appeared
in Vanity Fair. His photographs are
in the permanent collections of the
Guggenheim Museum in New York.
San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art and the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art, as well as in many
other puMic and private collections.
He is a recipient of an Eureka
Fellowship. An award winning
monograph of his work titled
"House Hunting" was published by
Nazraell ^ress in 2001 and a companion monograph "Outskirts" was
pubilsheS in 2002. Sponsored by
the Graduate Art Student
Organization and the School of Art.
204 Fine Arts Center
8 p.m.
Autumn in Vladimir at the Russian
Club
Russian Club hosts EducationRussian major Tricia Kestner, who
spent the fall in the historic
Russian town of Vladimir, north of

Moscow. Refreshments served.
Shatzel Hall 115
8 p.m. - Midnight
Grad Night at the Pub
Sponsored by the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union and University
Dining Services.
Black Swamp Pub
8 p.m.
H20 Thursday Night at the Union
Great atmosphere of music and
teaching where people can come to
hear more about the Bible and its
teachings, features a diverse
crowd, from Christians to those
who are curious and have questions about Christianity.
Multipurpose Room in the Union
8 p.m.
D.L Hughley Ticket Raffle
The University Activities
Organization Dance Marathon committee will be selling raffle tickets,
at $1 each, to enter into a drawing
for one of two pairs of reserved,
front row seats to the UA0 Comedy
Show with nationally known comedian D.L. Hughley on January 30th,
2003. The drawing will be held
January 29th. Tickets will be on
sale at the comedy show ticket
sales Thursday night and in the
Union foyer Irom January 24thJanuary29th.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
8 p.m.
My Autumn in the Russian North
BGSU Education-Russian major
shares her fall 2002 semester in
the small Russian city ot Vladimir,
north of Moscow. Hosted by the
Russian Club. Refreshments.
Shatzel Hall 115

When Gilligan's Island first aired on TV, people actually called the
National Coast Guard to warn them that there ware 7 cast aways stuck ashore.

WAREHOUSE SALE!
JANUARY 27 thru JANUARY 30
Monday - Wednesdays 9 AM-9 PM
Thursday: 9 AM-3PM
Fashions from the pages" of the
J.Crew Catalog up to 70.% OFF!!
Free admission. Open to public!

Bowen-Thompson Student Onion
Bowling Green State University
Lenhart Grand Ballroom • Room 2002
10011. Woostor SL • Bowling Green, OH 43403
DIRECTIONS
From 1-75; .
Exit at Woosttr St! Mead West on Wooster St. to Thurslon St. THen head North
on Thurston St. The Bowen-Thompson Student Union is located on the right.

We accept Visa, Mastercard, American Express,
J.Crew Credit Cards, Cash and Check (with proper ID)
INCLUDES IRREGULARS, DAMAGED & CUSTOMER RETURNS

UC to develop
new guidelines
all consensual relationships
between faculty and students.
"It's simply unacceptable for
SAN FRANCISCO - The
University of California plans to a student/teacher relationship
develop guidelines governing whether it's consensual or not,"
consensual sexual relationships she said.
However, the University is too
between faculty and students
that would be pan of the faculty large to ban all faculty/student
code of conduct and carry sanc- relationships and such a policy
could have negative consetions if violated.
The move follows the quences, said Barbara Bodine, a
November resignation of UC nonvohng regent designate.
An overly broad policy could
Berkeley's Boalt Hall School of
law dean, lohn Dwyer, after a set the stage for jilted lovers getwoman accused him of sexually ting a faculty member in trouble
assaulting her while she was a for a consensual relationship
student. He described the inci- most people would otherwise
dent as inappropriate but con- deem appropriate.
"There are clear patterns of
sensual. University leaders say
they had already begun review- vindictive complaints," she said.
University leaders didn't realing the system's sexual harassment policies.
ize UC lacked an enforceable
Developing a policy to govern systemwide policy governing
romance between students and student/faculty relationships
faculty is not easy, said Gayle until roughly a year ago, Binion
Binion, chair of the faculty said.
In 1983, the faculty developed
Academic Council.
"For the vast majority of our principles governing relationfaculty, this kind of concern is a ships, which it gave to the unibasic ethical one: a sexual liai- versity administration for the
son with a student is deemed to creation of enforceable rules.
That never happened, Binion
be inappropriate,"
Many other universities, she said. No one is quite sure why.
Although it may be difficult to
said, have adopted such policies
or are in the process of develop- write rules and guidelines for
ing them. The faculty academic such a complex issue, the
senate, which is developing the University should tackle it head
guidelines, will study those on and just take care to articubefore making a recommenda- late precisely what it means,
tion to UC President Richard said Regent Judith Hopkinson.
"Ninety-five or 98 or 99.9 perAtkinson. The UC regents must
cent of everyone does the right
approve any new policy.
Regent Sherry Lansing sug- thing," she said. "We have these
gested during a discussion of policies for those who don't"
the issue Thursday that UC ban
By Carrie Sturrock

KNIGHT RIODt R NEWSPAPERS
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QUOTE! XQI'OTK
"Watch out, 'Gunsmoke.'You're next.'
AL JEAN,"The Simpsons"executive producer, on the show's being renewed
through its 16th season in 2005. ("Gunsmoke" ran for a record 20 years)
{nynmAam)

OPINION

Allow women to fight in combat
Lately there has been a lot
of talk about war and
whether there will be a
draft. These issues bring about
many important questions. If the
draft is reinstated, should
women be drafted? Should they
be allowed to fight in combat?
But more importantly, why have
women not been allowed to fight
in combat in the past?
The biggest argument against
women fighting in combat is that
they are not strong enough. The

U.S. Army Research Institute of
Environmental Medicine at
Natick, Massachusetts, conducted a study to see if women can
be as tough as men. Senior analyst Everett Harman concluded,
"You don't need testosterone to
get strong"
Forty-one women were used
for the study. Before the 24 weeks
of training, 25 percent of the
women could do the tasks the
men were required to do. After
the training, 75 percent of the

women could do the tasks.
These women were ordinary
civilians. They included mothers,
lawyers, bartenders and students. They did not know that
they were being used for a study
but just thought they were participating in a rigorous workout
program.
Women can be trained to be
as strong as men; they should be
allowed to fight in combat.
Some argue that war is so traumatic and women wouldn't be

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The real views
of Martin
Luther King
This letter is written in
response to the concluding sentiment of yesterday's editorial. The
writer(s), in an attempt to interweave current debates on affirmative action and the birthday of
Martin Luther King I r.. suggest
that King would have opposed
affirmative action. This would be
a warm and fuzzy sentiment
were it correct, but it is in fact
desperately mistaken.
The misconception that King
would have opposed affirmative
action is not a new one — in fact,
it is favored by many who
oppose affirmative action,
because it seems like an air-tight
debate stopper ("If MLK was
against it, it must be bad.") This
error can be corrected if we
examine thewordsoftheman
who gave his life espousing views
that were not only highly controversial at the time, but would be
highly controversial today.
In 1967, just one year before
his death, King wrote "Where Do
We Go From Here: Chaos or
Community," in which he said, "A
society that has done something
special against the Negro for
hundreds of years must now do
something special for him, to
equip him to compete on a just
and equal basis." King was also a
key organizer in "Operation
Breadbasket," which dared to
boycott businesses where a disproportionately low number of

blacks were employed. This is
even more extreme than current
affirmative action programs.
King did hope that someday
people would not be judged by
the color of their skin, but he also
thought that as long as the effects
of slavery, Jim Crow laws and
other institutionalized racism
persisted, some sort of boost
ought to be provided.
It is not only unfortunate, but
terrifying, that the words of such
a great man are being ignored in
favor of a watered-down, saccharine image of an "unthreatening"
civil rights advocate who wanted
only simple equality and nothing
more. In fact, King said of such a
notion, "On the surface, this
appears reasonable, but it is not
realistic For it is obvious that if a
man enters the starting line of a
race three hundred years after
another man, the first would
have to perform some incredible
feat in order to catch up."
My argument here is not that
affirmative action is a "solution,"
or that King's words are infallible.
My argument is simply that King
did in fact support the idea of
affirmative action. King also had
myriad other beliefs that many
people today would find threatening or at least unacceptable. I
happen to consistently agree
with him, but that is not my
point My point is that the best
way to honor him is to remember what he really had to say and
what his legacy actually is, not to
sugarcoat and whitewash his
teachings (pun quite intended).
JESSICA TEAMAN
GRADUATE STUDENT

Women have
the right to
chose abortion
In reply to the woman who
wished us to remember that her
mom chose life. Of course you
would not have a position on the
subject of abortion if you were a
"non-person." 1 do not see how
this constitutes even the semblance of an argument for or
against legalized abortions and
the Roe vs. Wade decision. What
is more, the statement that people who would never consider an
abortion arc "filled with love and
compassion" is highly offensive
to those who have, will and do
consider abortion a perfectly
acceptable option.
Roe vs. Wade guarantees the
free and legal access to abortions
for those who want them; it does
not seek to force them on those
who do not. Pro-lifers, on the
oilier hand, would have every
woman, regardless of circumstance and sovereignty over their
own body, forced to carry every
pregnancy to term. The decision
by the Supreme Court to decriminalize abortions was a good one,
and has made many peoples'
lives better as a result
Its thirtieth anniversary should
be looked upon as a celebration
of a woman's right to choose
what happens to or in her own
body, and a call to continue
fighting conservative, religious
attempts to force a disputed
moral principle on others.
E0IN HOWE
GRADUATE STUDENT

able to handle it Some may
think women wouldn't be able to
kill people. The fact that anyone
—woman or man — can kill
other human beings is sad. Yet, if
a person was defending their
country, the person's sex wouldn't determine if they could do it
or not.
Women also have a high tolerance for pain. They are smart,
fast and noble. Women have
proven that they can do just
about any job a man can do.

They could prove to be very valuable if we begin fighting with
Iraq.
Some women may be too
weak and too emotional to fight,
but there are men who are too
weak and too emotional as well.
If a woman wants to risk her life
for her country, why should she
not be allowed to? If she can
prove that she is physically capable, she should be treated as an
equal.
As of right now, we don't know

if the United States will even go
to war with Iraq. And if we do,
the draft may not be reinstated.
But if we do go to war and
women want to fight they
should be allowed to.
This is the twenty-first century.
A woman's place is not limited to
the home. Women can be strong
athletic and brave. They believe
in causes and some are willing to
fight for them. Women are capable of defending their country —
if their country will let them.

PEOPLE ^e war on Iraq is
ON THE STREET not about freedom
If you could go back in
time and change one
thing, what would it be?

DON M0NDA
SENIOR, PUBLIC RELATIONS

"I would have put
an end to David
Hasselhoff's career."

BETH MCCALLA
SOPHOMORE

,

EARLY CHILDHOOD ED.

"The current drama."

ERIKA PRESTON
FRESHMAN
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD ED.

"My first semester grades."

CHRISTOPHER POWELL
FRESHMAN, ART

"I would have never
dated my ex."

dent has ever lost re-election
during a war.
It seems that people do not
want to "rock the boat" during
Opinion Columnist a war, so a war during election
time is basically a free ride to
another four years in office.
Lately it seems that there are
Another presidential lie I'd
only two things people can talk
like to clear up was one which
about: the Super Bowl and the
Bush wrote in "The National
"war" in Iraq. Although the forMilitary Strategy for the United
mer might make for a more
States of America" last
enjoyable column, I am going
September. He wrote, "We canto address the latter.
not let our enemies strike first"
First off, can we please stop
Now, maybe I'm just rusty on
lying Mr. President? Last week,
my history, but aside from the
you once again made the claim Sept. 11 attacks, when was the
that, "This is about preserving
last time a country "struck first"
democracy and freedom." By
against the United States?
"freedom" do you mean the
Recent findings have raised
freedom to make more money
questions on whether the Pearl
off of oil prices?
Harbor attacks were unproOr is it the "freedom" to refer
voked. Now let's look at the
to countries that have weapons incidents when the United
of mass destruction as "terrorStates has attacked another
ist nations" while our own
country. Incidents such as
country has far more of the
Bush Sr.'s Gulf War, the United
same devices?
States' actions in Chile and
Or maybe it's the "freedom"
Nicaragua and at least one
to decide which people are
incident in every decade of the
allowed to rule countries and
last century show the United
which people should be
States on the initiating end of
removed from power.
military conflicts
Whichever it is, please stop
Fact Bush has close ties to
pretending that this "war" has
oil and gas businesses. His
anything to do with the "safety
biography on Whitehouse.gov
and security of our democratic
makes a focal point him being
way of life."
an "Owner [of an| oil and gas
Now that I've got that out of
business." During Bush Sr.'s
the way, let's get down to the
skirmish in the Gulf in the early
"real" issues and reasons
1990s, gas prices skyrocketed.
behind this "war" in Iraq.
So, Bush Jr. could easily kill two
Fact President Bush has his
birds with one stone and get
worst job approval rating since
re-elected as well as turning a
the tragic events of Sept 11.
nice profit with another jaunt
With the 2004 presidential
into the desert in the name of
race beginning to simmer, it's
freedom and democracy.
hard to think that Dubya isn't
All in all, I've most likely disconcerned with this fact. He
gusted most of you readers
needs to rally the American
with all of this "anti-American"
people behind him and get his
writing. You'll probably just
approval rating back to a
write me off as some "stupid
respectable level before the
hippy" without backbone or
race begins. What better way to
something of that sort. You're
get the American people in
free to think of me as you will
your comer than with a good
just as much as I'm free to
old fashioned butt-kicking of
express my thoughts on cursome defenseless country
rent events.
halfway around the world?
But, let me be clear; I hate all
Moving into a formal war
forms of war. War and hate
with Iraq would surely help
yield nothing but themselves in
Bush Jr. sleep at night due to
the end. By the way, if Bush
some interesting social and
thinks this is such a noble and
historical trends. First off, in
good cause, why haven't his
times of national tragedy and
daughters enlisted to fight?
war, the press eases off and are
Oh, and if you don't see me
looked down upon if they critiaround for awhile, just assume
cize the President or his
that the Homeland Security
actions.
folks took me in for this colFact No incumbent presiJOEL
FREIMARK

Ma HAMMOND. MANAGING EDITOR
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Do you agree with all of this? We
doubt.iL VWite us and let us know
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VETS COMBAT MYSTERY HORSE VIRUS
FINDLAY, Ohio (AP) —Veterinarians ate giving antiinflammatory drugs and pain relief medicines to horses to combat a mysterious virus that has killed 10 animals at the University of Findlay. More horses from the
school's equestrian program were moved into an
arena where the sickest horses were being treated. One
horse died Tuesday and the others over the weekend.

NATION

Vaccine may be risky
IHE ASSOCIATED PBISS

The needle that delivers
smallpox vaccine is only about 3
inches long, with two tiny prongs
at one end. But for legions of
health care workers nationwide,
it symbolizes a complex personal
choice.
These doctors, nurses and
public health officials must
decide whether to volunteer for
the vaccine — some as early as
Friday — so they could treat
patients in a bioterrorist smallpox
attack. But the vaccine itself can
cause fierce side effects and even
sicken others close to those vaccinated.
As an emergency-room nurse
in Milwaukee, Lisa Mass-Peters
knows she is a prime candidate
for a smallpox response team.
But her husband, Ml. has had
two liver transplants, leaving his

But some health care workers
— and hospitals — are refusing
because of the risks from the vaccine itself.
Though in the minority, major
hospitals refusing to vaccinate
their workers range from
Colorado's largest chain, Centura
Health with 10 hospitals, to Grady
Memorial Hospital in Atlanta,
home of the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, which is
snipping vaccine to the states.
The risk of a smallpox attack is
unknown, and the chance that
any given person will be exposed
is small, an advisory panel for the
Institute of Medicine said recently in urging the government to go
slower with the vaccinations.
But the risks of the vaccine are
well-known. Some people may
have sore arms and fever or feel

immune system weakened. That
means the smallpox vaccine —
made from a live virus related to
smallpox—could make him sick.
He could be infected from the
scab on her arm caused by the
vaccine.
"I didn't hesitate to decline,"
said Hass-Peters, who works at
Milwaukee's Froedtert Memorial
Lutheran Hospital. "If I truly was
exposed, I guess I would be
weighing my options again. But I
don't feel a threat at this particular
moment"
The government plans to vaccinate nearly 500,000 health
workers, with as many as a dozen
states ready to start on Friday.
Strictly voluntary, the vaccine is
aimed at creating smallpox
response teams for treating
patients in an attack.

sick enough to miss work. As
many as 40 people out of every
million vaccinated for the Erst
time will face life-threatening
reactions, and one or two will die.
The vaccine is not recommended for people with skin
problems, such as eczema, or
those with weak immune systems, such as HIV transplant or
cancer patients. The government
says even people with close family members in those categories
should be screened out.
But sometimes those guidelines aren't enough. Nurse
Stephanie Woodrum was struggling with the vaccine decision
when a sickly patient at her hospital in South Charleston, W.Va..
James S Wood APPtnto
told her she was worried about
SMALLPOX:
Tech
Sgt.
William
Ngayan,
left,
checks
out
the arm of
being infected by a vaccinated
Staff Sgt. Jessica Despot, 25, an immunization technitian. before
hospital worker.
she receives the Smallpox Vaccine in Tucson, Arizona.

Teen to face death penalty in sniper case
By Matthew Barakat
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

FAIRFAX, Va. — A grand jury
indicted 17-year-old Lee Boyd
Malvo on two counts of capital
murder in last fall's sniper shootings, setting the stage for a death
penalty trial.
The
indictment,
issued
Tuesday and made public
Wednesday, also includes one
count of using afirearm in a murder. Both capital murder counts

stem from the Oct. 14 slaying of
FBI agent Ijnda Franklin.
The indictment officially
marks the transfer of Malvo's case
to adult court. A juvenile court
judge ruled last week that Malvo
could be tried as an adult, making
him eligible for the death penalty
if convicted of capital murder.
His arraignment has not been
scheduled.
Malvo and lohn Allen
Muhammad, 42, are accused of

killing 13 people and wounding
five in Alabama, Georgia,
Louisiana, Maryland, Virginia
and Washington, D.C. They are
being tried first in Virginia
because its laws allow the best
opportunities for the death
penalty.
The grand jury granted Fairfax
County
Commonwealth's
Attorney Robert F. Horan's
request for capital murder indictments under two statutes: one

prohibiting the killing of more
than one person in a three-year
period, and an anti-terrorism law.
Horan said he expects Malvo's
lawyers to file pretrial motions
"by the ton," but he believes the
trial could begin this summer.
Defense lawyer Thomas Walsh
said a summer court date would
be too soon. He said the defense
has been given only a slight
notion of the prosecution's evi-

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2003-2004
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
770 - 722 EIGHTH - Two 3 BR A-frame units. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $550.00 per month paid in 11 payments of
$590.00. Deposit $550.00. Tenants pay utilities. Lease
5/17/03 Noon to 5/8/04 Noon.
327 E. EVERS. Unit #A - 2 BR duplex. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. $690.00 per month paid in 11 payments of
$738.00. Deposit $690.00. Tenants pay gas and electric.
Lease immediately or 5/1/03 Noon to 5/8/04 Noon.
232 LEHMAN- 3 BR, 1 1/2 bath duplex. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per month paid in 11 payments of
$654.00. Deposit $620.00. Tenants pay all utilities. Shard
use of 2 car garage. Lease 8/21/03 Noon to 8/7/04 Noon.
605 SECOND, Unit #A - 4 BR house. Limit 4 people.
Limit 4 cars. $760.00 per month paid in 11 payments of
$802.00. Deposit $760.00. Tenants pay all utilities. Lease
8/21/03 Noon to 8/7/04 Noon.
712 FOURTH. Apt. #E - 3 BR, 2 bath apartment, recently
remodeled. Washer, dryer, dishwasher, air conditioning.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $850.00 per month, deposit
$850.00. Tenants pay all utilities. Lease 5/17/03 Noon to
5/8/04 Noon.
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Thursday

REC (Dance Room)
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Eppler (North Gym)
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6:30-8:00 PM
6:30-8:00 PM

For More Information Contact:
Ryan ryoder@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Scott hevners@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Bowling Green. OH 43402
www.wonet.org/~gbrental
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Korean Martial
Arts Club
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"All Day, Everyday"
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a wide range of records from
police and other agencies that
had documents about Malvo.
Prosecutors contend the information was being sought prematurely before the trial.
Muhammad is scheduled to go
on trial in October in neighboring
Prince William County for the
slaying of Dean Meyers at a
Manassas gasoline station.

BGSU

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(419) 354-2260 M-F - 8:30 to 5:30, Sat - 8:30 to 5:00
wwwjohnnewloverealestate.com

Hours:

dence and has not yet been able
to hire its own experts.
"We've been basically given no
resources here." Walsh said.
Also Tuesday, a judge dismissed efforts by Malvo's
guardian to obtain police documents about the deadly shooting
spree.
The guardian, Todd Petit,
argued that a provision in juvenile law gave him the right to seek

443 i: Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402

Hours:
Mon I n (9am - 5 i*n)
Saturday (9am- 1 nmi

i

GREENBRIAR, INC.

■

GREENBRIAR, INC.

(419) 352-0717

FALL 2003 APARTMENT
LEASING SPECIAL
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East Merry Avenue Apartments
(516 & 522 E. Merry Ave.)

Field Manor Apartments

JANUARY
Now Thru 1-31-03
>»

(0

■D

O

r-

(818 Thurstin, 624, & 656 Frazee Ave.)

o
CD

• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 baths, furnished
• dishwashers/garbage disposals
670 FraZee - COMPLETELY REMODELED FOR FALL!
• Completely Remodeled 2 bed, 2 bath, new
kitchens, new carpet, new furniture.
• Call for Details!!

$300 Off Deposit

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
•
•
•
•

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths, furnished - limit 4 people
Apt. 49 - 72 (A/C & fireplace)
Apt. 1 - 48 (A/C only)
Close to campus!

Q.

Heinz Apartments

(519 Leroy Ave., 542, & 560 Frazee Ave.)

Frazee Avenue Apartments

SPECIAL

c
O)

55
0)

E
o
o

(808 & 818 N. Enterprise / 424 & 451 Frazee Ave)
• 3 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, furnished - limit 5 people
• A/C, fireplaces, microwave, dishwasher, garbage disposal
• Close to campus!

Mercer Manor Apartments
• 3 Bedroom/2 full Baths
1
A/C, fireplaces, microwaves, dishwasher
garbage disposals

UNITS GOING
FAST!

Check out our website at: www.wcnet.org/-gbrental
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ROCKET LANDS OUTSIDE U.S. AFGHAN BASE
BAGRAM, Afghanistan (AP) — A rocket landed outside
the U.S. military headquarters at Bagram north of the capital Kabul early yesterday and several observation points at
the base were attacked a few minutes later by gunfire. No
U.S. soldiers were injured. The 107-mm rocket struck the
ground harmlessly near the southwest perimeter of the
Bagram Air Base around 12:30 p.m.

WORLD
Chavez delays elections
ment was acting through the

By Alexandra Olson
IHf. *SSCC»TE 0 PUSS

Fernando UindoAP Photo

DECISION: Supporters of President Hugo Chavez, holding a copy of
the constitution, celebrate the supreme court decision yesterday in
Venezuela to postpone a nationwide referendum. The decision was a
blow to the opposition who hoped for the President's removal.
WSJ \\i> WSJ WSJ \\<> \\'i \\<> \\<2 Wli.WU \.\il
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Melissa Carville
and Drew
on your engagement!
Love,
your AXii sisters
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CARACAS, Venezuela — In a
setback lor opposition efforts in
MM Hugo Chavez, the Supreme
Court yesterday
Indefinite!)
postponed a nationwide referendum that would have asked
Venezuelans whethei die president should quit
Coming just 11 days before the
scheduled vole, the decision
stunned the opposition thai
delivered .'. million signatures In
November fo demand the refel
endum and backed il up with a
strike that has lasted S
Amid lears of an economic collapse, the Central Bank suspended trading in foreign currencies
yesterday to stop a run on the
bolivar curie:,

Opposition leaders i
angrily to the courts decision,
contending that Chavezfe govern-

international pressure to find an
electoral
solution
to
lela's political crisis.

end

Government leaders rejected
the claim, noting that theoppos]
tion lias embraced past < owl
decisions againsl
Including a ruling dealing fout
high-ranking officers of rebellion
charges in a brief April coup
Justices ruled thai no national
erertdum or el
n be held until it di
whethi
oundl member Leonardo Pizani, who helped
organize the referendum,
ble to serve on the panel
Pizani had resigned 60m die
count Uln2000,onr) loreji
November. He insisted he could
rejoin bet ause Con
had failed to formally accept his
ation.

Move in with NEWIPVE
Rentals
APARTMENTS LOCATED DOWNTOWN
NOW SIGNING LEASES FOR 2003-2004
* 144 S. Main Street Located ovei Wizard
Graphics. One bdnn unfurnished at. Washer
dryer in building.
* 117 N. Main Street Lot ated over Call of the
Canyon. One bdrm unfurnished apt. Washei
dryer in building. Dishwasers
* 128 W. Woostfi Street
efficiencies.

Pro-Chavez lawmakers Bled
suitarguingtluiil'i/iiiii'siuii yeai
absence from the council made
Ins 1resignation legally binding.
"This goes beyond my
appointment, this is about poUlits," Pizani said after ihe ruling.
Chavez opponents vowetl to
step up street protests — a stark
contrast to hopes raised Tuesday
by Nobel Peace Prize laureate
limmy Carter, who presented
both sides with electoral proposals 10 end (he crisis.
"Today then' is a dictatorship
in Venezuela," said lawmaker
Julio Borges, whose I'irsi Insure
party led the petition drive in
November calling for the referendum.
The government doesrfl care
about the people's will." Borges
said. "It only cares aboul Haying
Vice President lose Vicente

Range! described the coun decision.is crucial. "I hope all sectors
■ il the country will respect and
adhere to It," he said.
The referendum wouldn't be
binding) but opponents hoped
thai .1 poor showing would
Increase political pressure on
Chavez to quit.
< Tiave/ argued thai Venezuela's
constitution allowsa binding referendum midway through his
six-year term, or August.
Opponents cited a constitutional
clause that allows citizens to petition for referendums on "matters
cil national importance" at any
lime,
Hie strike has slashed oil production in lhe world's fifth-largesl
pern ileum exporter by more than
two-thirds — crippling an industry thai provides half of government revenue and 70 percent of
export revenue.

3 regular

foot longsubs
only $10.99

One bedroom and

* 134 E. Wooster Streel ()ne bedroom

Informal Recruitment
Tuesday, January 28th 8-9 pm, 9-10 pm
Wednesday, January 29th 8-9 pm, 9-10 pm
Thursday, January 30th 8-9 pm, 9-10 pm

apartments by BW3.

* 109 N. Main Streel

()ne bedroom .i|>,n tments.

*315i/2 S. Main Streel l«<> bedroom
unfurnished apartment w/ deck.
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Rentals

tresh-

newlol^dacor.nei
Good only at

, - One BR. upper duplex. Limit 2 people.
$473 00 per monlh, deposit $440 00. Tenants pay utilities. Available
5/17/03 to 5*04.
IMIffilimvilir.. One BR. upper duplex. Limit 2 people.
S473.O0 per month, deposit $440.00 Tenants pay utilities. Available
5/17/03 to 5/8/04.
517 F. RRFH- At Thurstln One Bedroom. 1 Bath Furnished. Or
Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $540.00
One Year - Two Person Rate $450.00
451 THURST1N - Across From OlTenhauer Furnished Efficiencies
with lull baths Assigned Parking.
School Year - One Person Only - $395 00
One Year - One Parson Only $355.00
521 E. MKRRY Close in Otlenhaurr Two Bedrooms Furnished
School Year - Two Person Rate $685.00
One Year Two Person Rate $570.00
505 C10UCH STREIO: - Campus Manor - Behind Kinkos Two
Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year Two Person Rate - $620 00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
«IS SECOND - Two Bedroom Furnished One Bath
School Year • Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520 00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year Two Person Rate - $520.00
835 FOURTH - Two Bedroom. 1 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $58000
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480 00
aiUHFJH - Two Bedroom, 1 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $570 00
One Year Two Person Rate - $470 00
MB SIXTH - Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $560 00
One Year - Two Person Rate $460.00
80? SIXTH - Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity. Dishwasher
School Year Two Person Rate $610.00
One Year • Two Person Rate - $510 00
840 850 SIX III Kock Ledge Manor. IVro BadroOm too Baths.
Dishwashers. Extra Storage Area.
School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $640.00
One Year Two Person Rate $530 00
818 SEVENTH -Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year Two Person Rate - $450.00
WE HA Vt MANY OTHER i e\ t AND TWO BEDROOM BUILDINGS STOP
IN THE OFFICE FOR A BROCHURE.

524 E. Wooster
419-352-8500
Now through Jan 31st
www subway com

GREATEST
GOURMET

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

^jcutduticfiea
THE VEGGIE REASON
JIMMY JOHN AIWJYS SITS "THE IEST WHY 10 EtT I SALAD IS
ON t SANOWICK. THAT S WHY WE PILE OUR SANDWICHES HIGH
WITH LOIS OF FRESH VEGGIES THAT WE SLICE RIGHT HERE FOR
YOU 10 E»T RIGHT NOW.
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WE DELIVER!
1616 E. WOOSTER AVE. - 352.7200
BOWLING GREEN
SIR

-mi
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Now Leasing
2 bedroom Furnished & Unfurnished
May and August

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.

ODKU, 1 AIM0 4* ■

• WORLD'S *

WE ALLOW PETS IN SELECTED BUILDINGS WITH A S22S00NON
REFUNDABLE PET DEPOSIT.

RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday 8:30 to 5:00.
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

"No Coupon Necessary"

- tins.-111 iiiH-jiM

JIMIMYJOHNS.COM

High Speed Internet
Connection Available
2 Blocks from
Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533
vlllaieegrecn@dacor.net

BGSU
L Wuaalai

§

I

-■•l*'ii.,r.

VILLAGE
GREEN
APTS.

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Women's basketball
falls to Ball State

AUSTRALIAN OPEN: RODDICK DEFEATS AYNAOUILN FIFTH SETTO ADVANCE TO NEXT ROUND. PAGE 9

THURSDAY

The women's basketball
team couldn't hold onto a
three-point lead at the half as
they lost to Ball State 96-71.
Ball State scored the game's
first 15 points, but the Falcons
rallied, ending the half on a
43-25 run.
Check out tomorrow's edition of The BG News for more
information on the game.

Gymnasts head to
Florida for meet
The BGSU gymnastics team
will compete against several
ranked opponents tomorrow
in Gainesville, Florida.
The Falcons compete in a
quad meet versus No. 5
ranked University of Florida,
No. 22 ranked University of
Kentucky and No. 12 ranked
University of Minnesota.
The first event is set for 6:00
p.m.

January 23,
2003
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWIINC CREED SIAIE UNIVERSITY

Falcons lose 76-58 to WMU
BG drops to 5-2 in
the Mid-American
Conference with loss
to Western Michigan.
By lot) Hammond
MANAGING EDITOR

IMG founder Mark
McCormack critical
CLEVELAND (AP) — IMG
founder and chairman Mark
McCormack, a promoter
ranked among the most powerful people in sports,
remained in critical condition
and unconscious Wednesday
after suffering cardiac arrest
last week.
McCormack. 72, has yet to
regain consciousness, family
members said in a memo distributed to employees of the
Cleveland-based IMG sports
management company.
"He has made progress over
the past week and his doctors
remain hopeful; however, a
full recovery will certainly take
time," the memo said.
McCormack was being treated
at an undisclosed hospital in
New York.
IMG represents dozens of
major sport stars, including
golfers Tiger Woods and David
Duval, Derek leterof the New
York Yankees and tennis stars
Venus Williams and Jennifer
Capriati.
McCormack was named
one of the top 10 most powerful people in sports in
December by The Sporting
News.

Ben Swagger BG l*.'ws

GOING UP: BG guard Jabari Matlox looks to score this past weekend
against Akron. BG fell to Western Michigan last night, 76-58.

If Western Michigan wasn't
highly respected around the
Mid-American Conference,
they certainly took another step
towards being so last night in
Kalamazoo.
The Broncos, who entered
last night's game against visiting
Bowling Green ranked sixth in
scoring defense in the nation
and with wins over Michigan,
Auburn, Detroit and Virginia
Tech, dominated the Falcons in
a 76-58 win at University Arena.
The Falcons never recovered
from yet another slow start, as
Western used a 13-0 run to
begin the game and an 11-0 run
midway through die first stanza
to widen their gap.
After Robby Collum scored
fourofhis 10 first-half points in
that opening 13-0 run, BG's
Cory Ryan finally got the
Falcons on the board with a
three with under 13 minutes left
in the half.
After each team traded backto-back baskets to make the
score 17-7, Collum hit two
straight threes and Anthony
Kann hit another to make the
Western lead 28-7.
Two free throws by BG's
Kevin Netter and a bucket by
lohn Reimold cut the lead to 2811, but Kann scored another
bucket and Reggie Berry hit a
three to make the lead 33-11.

BG wins in final seconds
By Erica Gambaccini
SPOUTS EDITOR

loe Inuis Arena fared well for
the Falcons Tuesday night as they
defeated Wayne State University
4-3 in the final seconds of the
third period.
"It's good to finally got a win.
We've been struggling a little bit,"
forward Mike Falk said.
The Falcons snapped a two
game losing streak and improve
to 6-15-2 overall.
However, the victory did not
come easily. Two of Wayne Slate's
goals were atlled back.
"One was a penalty. It was a
needless penalty on the nish. I
can understand taking a penally
on the backcheck, but not on the
rush," Wayne State head coach
Bill Wilkinson said.
The other goal that was called
back looked to have crossed the
plan, but Bowling Green goalTender lordan Sigalet snatched
the puck up.
The Warriors came out strong
in the first period scoring their
first goal short-handed at 3:58.
"We knew exactly what tonight
was going to bring. We were playing a very good hockey club,"
Bowling Green head coach Scott
Paluch said. "They certainly started the tempo of the game much
in their favor. Their attacking
style, their stretch guy in the first
period really gave us some fits
and we weren't able lo get anything going from ourselves offensively and I thought they did a
tremendous job."
Assistant captain Kevin Bieksa
put the Falcons on the board on a
short-handed goal thai wenl over
the top right shoulder of WSU
goaltender David Guerrera to tic
the game 1-1.
Three minutes later Wayne
Stale found the net once again lo
regain the lead.
At the end of the first period the
Warriors led 2-1 and held an 18-6
shot advantage.
The Falcons turned things

ENTERING THE ICE: The Falcons skate out onto the ice before a game at BGSU Ice Arena. BG defeated
Wayne State Tuesday night in a 4-3 come trom behind victory.

around in the second period and
more than doubled theii ihot
total holding a 17-6 shot advantage in the second period.
However, neither Team waa able
lo find the nel and the score
remained2-l.
In the Ulird period the sic nine
picked up once again stalling
with a Wayne State goal thai was
actually scored a Bowling Green
player. BG defenseman Don
Morrison knocked a loose puck
into the Falcon's ml
Despiie iliis goal the Falcons
never losl their loins and continued to play their hear is out on the

Redwings tin I
"What I really liked about our
effon was we had a chance early
in the third period off the shorthanded I" tie the game ;md we
don't gel it. Then we gel the
sirange play where our own playci puts it in the nel and we slaved
right with it," Paluch said.
llii Falcons didn'l give up
another goal the rest of the.
evening, but scored three of their
nun.
Forward Tyler Knight scored
the next two goals for the Falcons
lo tie the game before I .ilk finally
put it away.

"We were working hard all
game," Falk said. "We had a
chance before that with [Chris]
Pedota hitting it off the post. It just
came down and it was 3-on-2. I
saw our center,
D'Arcy
IMcConveyl, drive by and (Brian
Escobedol was driving the net. I
just knew I had to get there
because he was going to get it on
net. It was a great play by D'Arcy
lo get it on net."
Wayne State outshot the
Falcons 35-33 and were 2-for-5 on
the power play, while BG was 0HOCKEY, PAGE 9
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The Broncos led the Falcons
37-16athalf.
The Falcons made a run at
the beginning of the second
half, but could not sustain the
momentum long enough to
make any threat.
Cole Magner sparked the
Falcons with eight points and
three steals in the second half,
and after five straight points by
Reimold midway through the
half, RC; had cut the lead to 13 at
49-36, and held control of the
ball.
After the game, BG coach
Dan Dakich said the Broncos'
defense was the key to the
game.
"They turned their stuff up
here," he told Dave Horger on
WFOB's postgame show. "I
watched them play Eastern and
Ball State, and they really turn
their defense up. They had us
on our heels."
Western, though, would not
fold, and went on a 13-2 run
next to essentially ice the game.
The run gave WMU their
biggest lead of the game at 23.
Reimold led the Falcons with
20, and Raheem Moss had 10
points and eight rebounds.
Magner and Netter scored eight
apiece.
BG shot over 70 percent in
the second half, and hit 9-13
threes, but turned the ball over
23 times, while Western gave it
up just eight times.
Collum had 17, while Kann
had 15 and nine rebounds.
Dakich said that Western's
defense makes the opposition
rush into their offense.
"It may seem like you're miss-

ing some easy shots against
them," Dakich said. "But, they
are always coming to the ball,
and they're always rushing you.
We just couldn't get on track."

Scouting
Illinois

Northern

It may be safe to say that
Northern may be the hottest
team of any in the MAC right
now.
Forward Marcus Smalhvood
and guard R|. Smidi lead the
Huskies into town Saturday
afternoon, as Northern Illinois
looks for its fifth straight win
since a Ian. 4 loss to the Falcons
in DeKalb. Since then. Northern
(8-8, 4-2 MAC) has downed
Toledo, Ball State and Ohio on
the road and Eastern Michigan
at home.
"It will be a tremendous challenge to go into BG and play the
team that has been playing the
best basketball in our division,"
NIU head coach Rob ludson
said in a press release. "We had
an extremely competitive game
here in DeKalb last time and we
know that BG is always tough at
home."
Northern will be the third of
four straight Falcon opponents
to have a week off before they
take on the Western Division
leaders.
Dakich acknowledged the
stretch his team is in is not an
enviable position.
"This is a tough stretch, with
three out of four on the road
here," Dakich said. "We've got to
take care of business at home
on Saturday. Wfe're still in good
shape in the conference."

Rodriguez
signs contract
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS
games.
MIAMI — Ivan Rodriguez
He replaces sluggers Cliff
says he's healthy, and the Floyd and Preston Wilson in
Florida Marlins must agree.
the middle of the lineup and
The cost-conscious Marlins will help develop Florida's
expanded
their
payroll young and talented starting
Wednesday by signing the 10- rotation that includes righttime Ail-Star catcher to a $10 handers A). Burnett, Brad
million, one-year contract.
Penny and losh Beckett.
"It was clear to me that this
"He can do it all," Marlins
was a special opportunity. It manager left" Torborg said.
was close to being a no-brain- "This guy will make our lineup
er," Marlins owner Jeffrey Loria look so different because he is
said. "When you're dealing exceptional player. I am
with a great and special oppor- amazed what he can do, both
tunity and a special player, offensively and defensively."
there are no parameters."
The Marlins traded catcher
Rodriguez played 1,479 Charles lohnson to Colorado
games with the Texas Rangers, in November as part of a sixhitting .303 with 215 homers player deal that brought leftand 829 RBIs and developing a hander Mike Hampton and
reputation as one of the best outfielder Juan Pierre to
catchers in baseball.
Florida. Hampton was then
The Rangers refused to offer traded to ATl.mia.
the 31-year-old Rodriguez
lim Beattie, Baltimore's execsalary
arbitration
last utive vice president of baseball
December in a payroll-slash- operations, had been trying to
ing
moving.
Rodriguez sign Rodriguez.
received a $2 million severance
"1 thought Ivan was a very
payment from the team as the good fit for us, playing in the
end of his previous contract
AL, where he could be a desigFlorida will pay Rodriguez $3 nated hitter when he wasn't
million this year, with the catching" Beattie said. "But he
remainder deferred without lives in Miami, and I'm sure
interest. The Marlins will pay those were among his considhim $3 million on lune 1,2004, erations. We spent most of the
and $2 million each on lune 1 day talking about a three-year
in the following two years.
deal, but I guess he wanted to
His deal with the Marlins go with more money and a
also includes a no-trade clause shorter term. I would have
and an agreement that the been discouraged if we paid
Marlins will not offer him more money than we were
salary arbitration after the sea- comfortable with. The offer we
son.
made was what we thought
"If everything down the road was an appropriate amount of
goes well, I would like to stay money."
with the Marlins," Rodriguez
Jeff Moorad, who represents
said.
Rodriguez, said Florida didn't
Rodriguez missed nearly become involved until last
two months early last season week.
because of a hemialed disk in
his back, but hit .314 with 19
RODRIGUEZ, PAGE 8
homers and 60 RBIs in 108
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Marlins, Rodriguez agree to
$10 million, one-year contract
conclude the process and look
forward to a one-year opportu"I spent the last two days in nity in Florida."
Baltimore working on a possiRodriguez made his major
ble deal with the Orioles." league debut as a 19-year-old
Moorad said. "The Orioles had kid midway through the 1991
been the most consistently season.
interested team from the
He won 10 straight Gold
beginning. Pudge and I felt we Gloves, started nine consecuowed them every opportunity tive All-Star games from 1993 to
to conclude a deal, lim Beattie 2001 and was voted Al. MVP in
has his perspective, we had 1999.
Since his MVP season, when
ours.
"The Marlins were a late he was the first catcher since
arrival but nonetheless came in Thurman Munson in 1976 to
with a strong point a view that win that award, Rodriguez has
Pudge would fit the organiza- been hampered by injuries. He
tion perfectly as both a proven also missed the end of the 2000
All-Star as well as a resident of and 2001 seasons, and has
Miami Beach. We're excited to missed 176 games in three seaRODRIGUEZ, FROM PAGE 7

Did you know.

sons after missing just 153 the
previous nine years.

Rodriguez was hitting .347
with 27 homers and 83 RBIs
through 91 games in 2000 when
a broken thumb ended his season. In 2001, he played 111
games (.308, 25 homers, 65
RBIs) before having knee
surgery for tendinitis.
"My back is great, my knee is
fine and 1 want everybody to
know that I'm healthy," said
Rodriguez, who will get to play
his former team lune 13-15 in
Texas. "I'm back and I feel great.
"1 am completely in good
health and that's my main thing
right now, and the Marlins are
going to see it."

An ostrich egg would take four
hours to hand boil// vldgW^
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Attention all BGSU undergraduate women:

A

Meet the women of the
National Panhellenic Sororities on campus.

A
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Join us for a "Girls Night Out"
Monday, January 27,
8-10 pm Union room 307.

B

K
A

Visit their houses
January
January
January
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on
28
29
30

these dates and times:
from 8-10 pm
from 8-10 pm
form 8-10 pm
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MLB's Bob DuPuy
meets with Pete Rose
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — The baseball
commissioner's top deputy met
with Pete Rose and his business
agent in Florida last month, part of
negotiations that could lead to the
reinstatement of the sport's career
hits leader.
Bob DuPuy, baseball's president
and chief operating officer, traveled to Fort Laudeidale, Ha., to
speak with Rose and his business
agent, Warren Greene on Dec 16.
Commissioner Bud Selig had
met secretly with Rose in
Milwaukee on Nov. 25.
DuPuy declined to comment
on the status of negotiations,
which became public Dec 9.
"We've got a pending applicatioa We're continuing to review
that petition," DuPuy said
Wednesday. "The commissioner
has discussed it with Pete. Other
than that. I don't have anything to
say."
Newsday reported Wednesday
that a friend of Rose, who was not
identified, said the fbrma player
was prepared to admit he bet on
baseball
Baseball officials have said that
for there to be an agreement, Rose
must admit he bet on baseball, an
accusation he has repeatedly
denied.
"When there's a time and place

torn Hood AP Photo
CONFUSED: Bob DuPuy, MLB's president and chief operating officer, talks with reporters during MLB owners meetings.

for Pete to make a comment, he
will. Pete's always been very cooperative, and will continue to be. For
now, we still have no comment,"
Greene said.
Baseball officials say the next
step is to schedule Seligs meeting
with I lall of Famers. Rose is ineligible for die Hall of Fame as long as
he is on die permanently banned
list.
Selig originally planned to talk
with them on )an. 17 in Los
Angeles, dicn called it off. He said
last week he still intends to talk
with them but has not set a date
for a meeting possibly before the

start of spring training in midFebruaty
Rose agreed to a lifetime ban
from baseball in August 1989 following an investigation of his
gambling.
John Dowd, who headed the
inquiry of Rose's gambling for
commissioner
A.
Bartlctt
Giamatti, wrote a report that
detailed 412 baseball wagers
between April 8 and July 5, 1987,
including 52 on Cincinnati to win.
Dowd cited evidence that included betting slips alleged to be in
Rose's handwriting, and telephone
and bank records.
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For more info contact Jen Page at 214-3695.
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Wg-G-TnclerS.
What is a grinder?
An oven-baked gourmet sandwich.

A

We make 23 different grinders, 8 types of deli salads, and we also offer

r

Satisfy your sweet tooth with favorites like cheesecake, Snicker's

20 espresso/cappuccino coffee choices.
pie, and carrot cake.

ZK
2 Soups Daily

Your #1 Choice for a
Healthy Meal

4 Types of Baked Pasta

523 E. Wooster St.

419-353-7770

Catering - Dine-in - Carryout - Delivery - Party Trays

ALASKA EXPERIENCE 2003"
Trip Information Session!
Friday, January 24
5:30-6:30 pm
College Park Office Building, Classroom #2
(trip is July 7-19, 2003)

BGSU

Firelands
One University Drive
Huron, Ohio 44839

Contact:
Dr. Joel Rudinger
419-433-5560 or 800-322-4787, ext. 20673
jruding @ bgnet.bgsu.edu
www.firelands.bgsu. edu/fac/jrudinger/Alaska/AlaskYhtm

ROUND UP ALL YOUR
MEDICAL

F^J KY2*

COLLEGE

OF

OHIO

lOllf* ^"S'd^Can** a-s an Occupational Therapist

BACHELOR'S DEGREE to a

Occu|>alioiial therapists use occupations. Of everyday tasks,
Iherapeutically lo help people facing disabilities or the
challenges of aging learn or relearn the skills needed for
the job of living. They work in a variety of settings such as:
►
►
►
►
►

Hospitals
Schools
Workplaces
Cognitive and psychiatric rehabilitative faciUUes
Community-based facilities

The Medical College of Ohio offers a master's degree In
occupational therapy. Reasons students choose lo study at
MCO include:
► MCO's faculty memheis are nationally recognized as
therapists, educators and researchers.
► US News and Woikl Report ranks MCO's occupational
therapy program tenth in the nation.
► Small class size allows for Individual attention.

► Clinical opportunities are offered each semester of
enrollment.
Applications for Fall 2003 admission are being accepted.
For more information or to schedule a personal visit, contact
us at (419) 383 4429. inot9mco.edu or visit our Web site at
www.nrco.edu/allh/ot.
Hsakng Bvyms wtlti KJtcMiledge
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ROWDY FRIENDS

AND RUSH ON OVER TO ENJOY THE

CAPBR

B0|y#

AT THE

Bo WEN-THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION!

Watch the Super Bowl game on four televisions at the
Pub Super Bowl party while enjoying some munchies
and great specials!
Having friends over for your own Super Bowl Party?
Stop in to the Falcon's Nest and see one of our
friendly cashiers to place your order today!
L8D1**

•fgtDftO*

Pick up your orders on January 26, Game Day.
STUDENT UNION

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Mast forced to end
NASCAR career
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS .

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Years of
breathing fumes in a race car has
given NASCAR driver Rick Mast
carbon monoxide poisoning that
will end his career.
Mast, who has not raced since
May, said yesterday he is suffering
from acute and chronic carbon
monoxide poisoning that carries
symptoms similar to "the worst
hangover in your life."
"You wake up feeling nauseated
and you want to throw up and you
can't," Mast said. "Your head is
pounding all the time and you just
feel awful. That is what 1 lived with
for five and a half weeks, seven
days a week."
Mast, who made 364 starts over
a 15-year Winston Cup career, said
he began feeling ill in March but
didn't get out of the car until May.
It took dozens of visits to various
doctors before he was finally diagnosed in November — he said he
lost 43 pounds in that time — and
there is no timetable for when the
poisoning will be out of his system.
The only thing he knows for certain is that he can no longer be
around chemicals that are spinoffs
of carbon monoxide, an odorless,
colorless, tasteless gas that is in
everything from a car's exhaust to
poorly ventilated heating systems.
That means everything from
racing cars to using a lawnmower
and riding a tractor on his Virginia
farm are off limits to Mast.
"I cut grass one day in lune and
the air was blowing just a certain
way and the fumes were blowing
and I was down for five days after
it," Mast said.
The 45-year-old driver from
Virginia can't pin his illness on

NASCAR, although he is now
working with the sanctioning body
to educate other drivers on the
dangers of carbon monoxide poisoning
Because he has been around
race cars since he was 4-years-old,
Mast said the lifetime of exposure
to the fumes is probably to blame.
"I was a grease monkey of sorts,"
he said. "In the winter time, we
worked in the garage with the
doors shut and the windows
closed and all the cars running."
Still, NASCAR is taking a proactive approach to the problem.
Gary Nelson, NASCAR's managing director of competition,
accompanied Mast while he discussed the illness during an informal announcement at the annual
media tour.
Mast first told NASCAR about
the poisoning after he was diagnosed in November, and the sanctioning body immediately went to
work on ways to prevent it.
A lab was built into NASCAR's
new research and development
center, and all drivers were asked if
they had an air filter system they
used in their car that they wanled
NASCAR to test for them.'
"We have found plenty of systems that didn't work that were
being used," Nelson said. "What
we're looking for is a way to get drivers to breathe the freshest air possible in the car.
"The way to do thai is to find a
way to bring air from the outside
through a hose into the helmet."
NASCAR has even tested some
drivers for toxic levels in their
body, including limmy Spencer
following his fiery wreck in the season-finale in Homestead, Fla.

for-5 on the power play.
Sigalet ended the evening
with 32 saves for the win. while
Guerrera had 29.
"(Sigaletj played great. He
stole die game away from us,"
Wilkinson said. "It could have
been 5-1 in the first period. He
was totally the difference in
that aspect. We had lots of
chances to score, but you slill
can win 3-2. We had three on
and that should be enough lo
win."

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Oavld Calkm AP Photo
PUMPED UP: Andy Roddick ol the United States teacts during
his match against Younes El Aynaoui of Morocco at the Australian
Open tennis tournament yesterday in Melbourne.

Management Inc.

A<t> A* A<t> A<t> A* A<1> A* A* A<J> A<D A<P A<P A<P

Hopes to meet you
At Open Recruitment
U On Tuesday and Wednesday Next Week!
Times to follow soon!

OHIO

BACHELOR DEGREE to a

As awareness of public health issues and needs incr raws. v> do ihfl
career oppommities in UK* field of envir onmcntal andoccupation.il
health. Professionals who specialize in envir onnHTit.il and occupational
health anticipate, recognize, evaluate and control harmful factors such
.is (hemical spills; air. waste, soil, and food lontaminationv hai niful
work practices; andbiolerromt activities These professionals develop.
impJement and manage a Ix oad scope ofenvn onmental and oonipauonal
health programs As .in environmental and occupatkntil health pr Sessional.
HI work in a vanety of settings such as.
a- Manufacturing an»i service Industries
iv Government agent les at the local, county, state and federal
leveb(U.,EPA,OSHA)
a-1 ir.ilth care organizations
► Research ftcflMea
. ihwesiO!iK> Consortium for Public HealdKNOCPH. of fin* a
( EPHsKoedaed master of public health degr ee program where a student
can major in envir onrnentai and occupational health, and the r>partment
of Public Health at MCO of fen a master degr ee in occupational health
wi;h an ASAC ABET-accredited major in industrial hygiene Reasons
students choose these degr ee programs include.

(2 Bdrm)

► Faculty members who ar e nationally recognised; full-time faculty
members are dociorally pre|>ared.
► I list's held on evenings and weekends to auomnvxlate
most work schedules
»• Smaflcfaua ate mat allows foa moi ehdMdual attention

M.m-i.riin-iiL In*

Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poc
Efficiencies/I Btlrms
Laundry on sue
BGSU Bus Stop

a- Student* having access t« i (at Okies on the < unpuaes at MCO,
BGSU and UT.
► Y.\('client, hands-on fieldwork opportunities

M«Skal CoO«*« •' ON*
Managentent Inc.

HeaSng Begins with Knowledge

Applications for Spring, Summer, and Fall 2003 admission are
being accepted. Additional majors in Health Pr omotion and Bdut at* «
and Public Health Administration ar e also offered through the NOCPII
For more information or to schedule a personal \iMt. tonuct usat
(419)383-5356, rrulderrnanOmcoeduor \isimur\\'cbsfteM
www.mco.edu/aIlhypubhealih

Management Inc.

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1 pm

Management Inc.

(irevnhtaver Apt.. <>42 S. College
2 Bdrm Apl
Can have PET (cxiraS)

♦jtfEECA
M ni.f-ill'lll lilt.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717

Will do a few semester leases
Spring and/or Fall

Dana Orlando or Lindsey Peters

i
r.

Ad? A<J> A<t> A<D A<t> A<I> Ad> A* A<t> A<t> AO> A«P A<P

at Mi) 4th St.
iWilliiM HmiMi

Slop by our office at
1045 N. Main St
www.meccabg.com

Live in Bowling
Green's Newest
Subdivision!

Campbell Hill
Apartments
Now Renting for Fall 2003

Find a new home close to campus!
•20 E. Wootter: 2 bdrm. clean, fum apis Pnvaic off sued parking & laundry fac FREE GAS, WATER, AND SEWER $645 per
mo for a 12 mo lease Across from Kohl Hall!

Burrwood
Houses
3-4 bedroom, 2 bath
1-2 car garage
with fireplace,

1024 E. Woostcr #RR: 2 bdrm turn apl. located in a triplex.
Across from Rodgers Off street parking and laundry fac. FREE
GAS, WATER. AND SEWER $550 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease.

microwave, washer/dryer,
dishwasher,
garbage disposal

1024 E. Wooslcr *M1D: 2 bdrm fum apt located in a triplex
Across from Rodgers Off street parking and laundry fac. FREE
GAS. WATER. AND SEWER $730 per mo for a 12 mo. lease

Available May and August
Starting at $1400/mo.

1026 E. Woostcr #TOP: 2 bdrm fum apt located in a triplex
Across from Rodgers Off street parking and laundry fac. FREE
GAS, WATER. AND SEWER $585 per mo for a 12 mo lease.

Rentals
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COLLEGE

llillsdale Apt. 1082 Fairvicw.
I & 2 Bdrm Apis.
Dishwasha-Ciaibagi' Disposal
I 1/2 Baihs-Washcr/Drycr Hook up

Blue House, 120 Prospect
2 Bdrms. »I & #4
Close lo Dow mown/Cam pus

Come and see what Sisterhood is all about!
For Questions, please contact

NEWL9VE

MELBOURNE. Australia —
Andy Roddick won one of the
longest matches of the Open
era, beating Younes El Aynaoui
in a fifth set that ended 21 -19 to
reach the Australian Open
semifinals.
Roddick
defeated
the
Moroccan 4-6.7-6 (5), 4-6,6-4,
21 -19 last night in a match lasting 4 hours, 59 minutes. The
exhausted players walked off
the court hand in hand.
"Strategy was out the door...
it was just pure fighting,"
Roddick said.
At 2:23, it was the longest
fifth set in the Open era, which
began in 1969. It topped Mark
Philippoussis' 20-18 win over
Sjeng Schalken in the third
round at Wimbledon in 2000.
The Australian Open does not
have tiebreakers in the fifth set.
It was longest men's singles
match at the Australian Open
since tiebreaker sets were
introduced for Grand Slam
events in 1971, beating the
mark set by Yannick Noah of
France in his 6-7, 5-7,6-4,6-2,
16-14 win over Roger Smith in
1988. The Noah victory went 73
games: this went 83.
The longest Australian Open
match in terms of time was
5:11 — Boris Becker's victory
over Omar Camporese in 1991.
The longest Grand Slam match
was 5:31 when Alex Carretja
beat Heman Gumy in die thin
round of the 1998 French
Open.
Things were far less dramat-

NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004
CALL 353-5800 FOR
COMPLETE LISTING

Ilein/siie Apt., 710 N. Enterprise
I A: Bdrms
A/C-Dishwasher-Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bdrm
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Alpha Phi

ic for Serena Williams, who
defeated
Meghann
Shaughnessy 6-2, 6-2 to reach
the Australian semifinals for
the first time. She moved within two wins of completing her
"Serena Slam."
Williams will face Kim
Clijstcrs. who gained her second consecutive Australian
Open semifinal with a 6-2,6-4
win over Anastasia Myskina of
Russia.
With
the
Roddick-El
Aynaoui quarterfinal at 19-all
in the fifth set. both players
handed their rackets to balllx>ys for a quick rest.
The match ended when El
Aynaoui netted a forehand volley following an exchange at
the net. The pair embraced
over the net. They look a deep
bow and left the court together.
"My respect level for him just
grew and grew through the
match," Roddick said. "We
could see each other 10 years
down the line and know we
shared something special."
Roddick, a 20-year-old
American,
becomes
the
youngest
semifinalist
at
Melbourne Park in 11 years,
advancing lo the last four at a
major for the first time.
He'll meet Rainer Schuettler
in the semis after the German
ousted Wimbledon runner-up
1 );iviil Nalbandian 6-3,5-7.6-1,
64)hi the other quarterfinal.
Roddick had lost in the quarterfinals twice at the U.S. Open,
but had never advanced this

BylohnPy.

Take Your

According lo Paluch Sigalet
kept the Falcons in the game
and deserves credit for the win.
"It was two typesof games for
him," Paluch said." 1 think the
first period was one where he
needed to keep his focus
because we clearly didn't have
our game and Wayne Slate was
coming at us so strong. We
needed our goalie lo play well
and he did. Coming out of that
period 2-1 was a major lift for
our team. ... He did exaclly
what he needed lo do to have
us win a hockey game."

dorland@bgnet.bgsu.edu or lmpeter@bgnel.bgsu.edu

Roddick wins fifth set to
advance in Australian Open

MEDICAL

Sigalet stole game
away from WSU
HOCKEY FROM PAGE 7
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332 S. Main St.
(419)352-5620

www.newloverealty.com
newlol@dacor.nel

2 and 3 bedroom
townhouses
with 1 1/2 baths,
full basement,
washer/dryer hookup, A/C,
garbage disposal,
dishwasher

2 bedrooms starting at
$800/mo. + utilities
3 bedrooms starting at
$1000/mo. + utilities

SIGN UP TOD A Y!
check out our website at

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

SPORTS
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Australian Open to be a veterans event
AUSTRALIAN OPEN, FROM PAGE 9

far in a Grand Slam outside his
home country.
Roddick was the youngest
player into quarters this time, rallying from two sets down against
Russian Davis (up star Mikhail
Youzhney.
El Aynaoui, seeded 18th, was
aiming to be the first Moroccan
into a Grand Slam semifinal. He
advanced to the last eight with an
upset of lop-ranked Ueyton
Hewitt.
"Youncs is a class act and I'm
truly humbled by this victory,"
Roddick said.
The 31-year-old El Aynaoui
had a match point on Roddick's
serve In the 10th game of the fifth
set and Roddick served for the set

in the 22nd game of the decider,
but was broken.
"My legs were feeling a little bit
heavy at the end," El Aynaoui
said. "Andy kept serving really
hard. I thought I had him but he
just kept a very high level. I was
looking for an opportunity but he
kept it all the way and 1 congratulate him. ... Even if I lost I'm
happy."
Had the Moroccan made it to
the semis, this would have been
the first time in the Open era that
three players in their 30s reached
the final four at a major.
With Andre Agassi. 32, and
Wayne Ferreira, 31, already in the
semis, the Australian Open had
been shaping as a veterans'
event.
Earlier, Williams had few prob-

lems against Shaughnessy.
"This day is the first day that
I'm actually feeling like Serena
Williams, "she said.
Williams gave her fellow
American just one break-point
chance, in the second set. Since
downing Emilie Loit in a tight
three-setter, Williams has lost 15
games in her last four matches.
Her next opponent is Clijsters.
The Belgian is the last woman to
beat the top-ranked Williams last
year.
Clijsters. who beat Venus and
Serena Williams to win the season-ending
WTA
Championships in Los Angeles
last November, has lost just 16
games in 10 sets.
Serena fired eight aces at up to
121 mph against Shaughnessy,

not quite matching sister Venus'
125 mph serves 24 hours earlier.
Venus meets Justine llenin1 lardenne on Thursday in another U.S. vs. Belgium women's
semifinal.
"I tried to get one today, but
mine went past the baselineSerena said of a 200-plus mph
serve. "I get more excited about it
than she does. I'm just trying to
catch up."
The Williams sisters have four
Grand Slam titles apiece. Serena
won the last three.
"I'm just trying to keep up with
everyone else," said Serena, who
missed the last Australian Open
with an ankle injury. "I'm tired of
answering these questions:
'What does it take to beat the
Williams sisters?'"

Travel

Classified
Ads

372-6977
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»1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida. Best
Prices! Space is limited!!!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
Celebrity Spring Break brought to
you by StudentCity.com! Book now
& save up to $100 on all International trips. Party like a rock star w/
MAXIM Magazine & Jackasi'a
Steve-O. Call 1-800-293-1445
lor details, email
online at www.studentcitv com

Travel
'"Act Fast! Save $$$, Last chance
to book! Special rates lor groups nl
fit. www.leisuretours.com
800-838-8203

SPRING BREAK!
Bahamas Party Cruise
$279.
5 days. Includes 10 Free Meals,
Free Parties & Drink Specials!
Incl. Port, Departure. Hotel Tax!
1.800.678 6386

Happy Thursday...The weekend is almost here1'1

•

\\\\V^

Sun,

WS

This Spring Break, there's
more danger than sharks
at the beach.

^

%

SPLASH

We're talking about STI's &
Alcohol Poisoning.
BGSU Student Health
Service and the
Wellness Connection
remind you to
play it safe.
Call 372-WELL

Looking for
a Great Place
to Live?

Equal Housing
Opportunity

4t_

STERLING UNIVERSITY
C+ydctw
COUFGIATF RESIDENCES

•Volleyball/Basketball
Courts
'Microwave Ovens in
apartment
•Computer Room, Fitness
Center, Game Room
•Fully Furnished
Apartments Available
NOW
^
ALLOWING C*

^PETS*S?

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Travel

Help Wanted

For Rent

$45 a day. paper carrier sub.
#14,2/15.2^7 & 3/7.3-m. Artem
Need reliable car. Paid training.

""{New) C«rty_ Studiot (New)
Now leasing for 2nd semester &
beyond to seniors & grad. students.
Fully furnished, including 25" TV, all
utilities From $395/mo. Only serious
9tudents apply. Call 352-7365 from
10-4. After hrs & wkends 352-1520

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica.
S. Padre & Florida. Free parties,
lood & drinks! BEST hotels & LOWEST priceslwww.breaKerstravel.com
(800) 575-2026
SPRING BREAKI
Panama City Beach
Boardwalk Beach Resort $199.
Includes 7 Nights Hotel,
6 Free Parties!
24 Hrs Free Drinks!
Cancun & Jamaica!
From $459
wwwspnngbreakteavel.com
1.800.678.6386
SPRING BREAK! Cancun. Acapulco. Mazatlan, S. Padre, Jamaica,
Florida, Bahamas. "1 parlies with
exclusive appearances by DJ
SKRIBBLE and SHAGGY!! Reliable
air and best hotels Call 800-7873787 or visit
www studentexpress.com tor details

Services Offered
Looking tor a weekly personal
grocery shopper? Are you so busy
w/kids, job & lite that getting time to
buy groceries is difficult? Simple
solution: Let a trusted stay home
mom Iree up some lime for you. I'll
purchase your grocery list & neatly
put them away tor you. Personal ret.
avail Call 419-308-1595 & begin
making lite easier today.
Think you're pregnant?
Know all the lacts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
Are you looking for something different? Then try National Student Exchange. With over 175 colleges 4
universities Irom which to choose,
you can find the right place for you
to continue your BGSU education.
Contact Dr Jack Taylor at 372-9627
or visit the web site at www nse org
lor additional information.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC INNERTUBE
WATER POLO-JAN. 27
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S, WOMEN'S & CO-REC
DOUBLES RACOUETBALL
JAN 29
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR 4P FLAG FOOTBALL.
COMPLETE AND RETURN TAKEHOME TEST AND APPLICATION
BY JAN. 27. FORMS AVAILABLE
FROM 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE
OR WEB SITE. MANDATORY
CLINICS ON JAN. 28 AND 29.
NEW INTRAMURAL SPORT!
4 PLAYER FLAG FOOTBALL.
ENTRIES DUE JAN. 28
Pisanello's
You deserve the Best!
352-5166 Ask about our specials.
Sigma Kappa -Sigma Kappa
The sisters of ZK would like to congratulate Lindsey Scheetz on her
engagement to Mike Gambone!
Sigma Kappa-Sigma Kappa
Spring Break Tanning Specials.
Semester unlimited $65. 2 mo.
unlimited $50. 1 mo. unlimited $30.
Campus Tanning 352-7889

Wanted
2 subleasers needed for summer.
Sterling University
352-8208
Subleaser needed ASAP lor lully
furn. new apt. Call Dustin or Dave at
353-3892.
Subleaser needed May through
Aug , above Pisanellos -downtown.
Call 354-9436
Subleasers needed lor summer semester May 15-Aug 15 House on
S. College. 1 block from campus.
Call Sara 214-4159.

352-4636
BARTENDERS NEEDED!!!. No
exp. necessary! Earn up to $300 a
day. 1-866-291-1884 ext U1132
Easy Walk From Campus
Work part-time or full-time around
your college and personal schedule.
Work a minimum of 15 hours per
week. Many college students work
here. Standard pay is $6.00 per
hour. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging
of small parts. Apply in person between the hours of 9 00 am. and
5:00 p.m. (Monday-Friday) at ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
INC., 428 Clough Street, Bowling
Green, Ohio, only 2 blocks from
campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks

If you love babies, you'll adore our 5
mo. old twins. They're sweet & affectionate & need a responsible babysitter for 2-3 daysAvk. in our Monclova Township home. Mother works
from home & will be avail, to help if
needed Sched. is flex. If interested
please call Kelly at 419-865-7203.
Person(s) needed to work w/13 yr.
old autistic son in my Oregon, Oh
home. $8 per hr. 3pm-? weekdays;
9am? wkends. Call 419-693-7869.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUNI SAVE
MONEY! Sports camp in Maine.
Coaches needed; Tennis, Basketball, Baseball, Water-Sports. Rock
Climbing, Biking, Golf, Archery,
Hockey & more. Work Outdoors.
Have a great summer. Call Free:
(888)-844-8080 or
Apply Online: www.campcedar.com
Spring/summer job available. Press
Box Supervisor for B.G. Youth
Baseball League Call 353-2918
{night time only) to set up an interview and receive more info. This is
by far the BEST Summer Job in
B.G. Ask for Tim.

VAN P.RI¥EB-part-ttm§. Provide
trans to & from social services
agency. Must be between the ages
of 21-65, possess a valid Ohio drivers license & an excellent driving record. 10-13 hrs. a wk. Must be avail,
from 2-4 p.m. M-F w/possible additional hrs. on Fri. morning. Salary
$7.69/hr. Submit resume & cover
letter to lorlsQcrc.wcnet.org or
Children's Resource Center, P.O.
Box 738. Bowling Green, OH 43402.

2 houses for rent close to campus.
239 Manville & 835 5th St.
May leases, no pets.
Call Frobose Rentals 419-352-9392
3 bdrm. house close to BGSU.
For next school year.
352-4773.
3 bdrm house, 2 bdrm house,
2 bdrm. apt, 3 bdrm. apt, &
efficiency apt. All in excellent
condition. 11 1/2 mo/leases,
Avail. Aug. 15.
Close to University.
Call 419-686-4651
Apartments • All Sizes May & Aug.
Reduced rent Jan. thru June 2003
419-353-8206 Fite Rental Mgmt.
Avail Feb.1, 2003 4 bdrm. house
completely remodeled. 2 bdrm apt.
furnished. Both close to BGSU.
Call 419-686-4651
Avail, now. Efficiency, 1 Ig. rm. with
private bath. Unfurn Grad student
preferred. 352-5822.
Better than a house! Two 2 br. apts
avail. 8/15/03 fum, very clean,
spacious, A/C. Call 352-1104.
BG Apts-818/822 2nd St
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$500 4 gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
Female subleaser thru Aug.
$250/mo. + util. Own bdrm & bthrm.
308-3530, ask for Tonya.
Homes & Apts. for 03-04 school yr
1-3 person-12 mo. leases only.
Smith Apt. Rentals 419-352-8917.
Listing at 532 Manville Ave. Office
Houses 1. 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. within
2 blocks of campus for 03-04
school year. Call 352-7454

ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
25
26
27
29
30
33
35
37
38
41

Unhearing
Suburb of Cleveland
Tilly and Ryan
Jodie Foster film
Snaquillo
Lot of land
Choir member
In the shadows
Ostrichlike bird
"Rosie!" co-star
King novel
Baseball stat
Swiss mountain
Wan;
Peggy or Spike
Org. founded by
Juliette Low
Pomeranian or Samoyed
Yeah, right
Greek Cupid
Classic sitcom
Diaphanous

42
43
44
45
46
48
49
50
52
58
59
60
63
64
65
66

Pizzeria fixture
Colorful chalcedony
Compass pt.
Intense anger
Former draft org.
Ready to go
Household nickname
Organic fats and sterols
"Nothing in Common"
co-star
Square measure
Steed
Withered
Droop
Dickinson of "Police
Woman"
Russian ruler
Word with yard or

40
45
47
49
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
61
62

Sahara stop
Sundial three
Candidate lists
Ray
Military installations
Peter Benchley novel
Song for Sills
Inmate's room
No longer present
Type of sled
No/elist Bagnold
Stoolie
Sounds of hesitation
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Did you know..
-^
The life span of a

bud is ■todays.

'Douft
WASH AND DRY
On North Main across from
the Pharm and Kroger.
We have plenty of top and
front loading washers in
our clean, spacious
laundromat. There is
plenty of parking too!

Professor will share house w/ professor or grad student. $255 ind. all
util. 5 bdrm., Ig. wooded lot, 2 wood
burning fireplaces, faces golf course
352-5523, Iv. msg. after 7pm.

CAIMMNTALS
Large & Small Houses
Still Available

<Sundqy/
£BnmeA/

•303 E Merry; 8 stud.
•916 3rd si. / 8 stud.
'211 E. Reed / New Bath / 5-6 slud
•315 E. Merry Up/On. / 4 or 5 slud
•321 E. Merry »B / 6 Brdm Apt.
•311 E. Merry & 630 N. Summit
1 or 2 bedroom Apts.
•309 1/2 E. Merry Rooms
9-12 Payment Lease, Furn., AC.
several other Apts. & Eff. Avail.

listing Avail. 24 hrs.
office 316 E. Merry #3
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm|

is back at

LET'S %
PARTY

$500 Police Impounds!
Cars/trucks/SUV's from $500.
Hondas, Chevys & more! For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext. 4558
Bed brand new. Queen size pillow
top set, full warranty. Will sacrifice
$ 179 can deliver. Call 419-392-7465

Friday & Saturday
Shows start at 10 pm

NO COVER
(21 and over)

Highland

104 South Main
(419) 353-0988

Management
9 AM-4PM
1" month 1/2 off!
Low Security Deposits!
(for Highland & Jay-Mar only).

Scni.ir'v Crads, (mini
710 7th S«
2 Bdrm In fun.
Updated klichtnt w/ dlihwa.heri
Shuttle Hop on property

1 & 2 bedroom apts. for rent.
Semester leases available.
Call 352-5822, ask for Steve.

Recombmant letters
Conger
Reredos
Bread ingre <
Dispensed liquids
Boleyn or Bancroft
Depend
Disfigure
Second self
Gras
Reverberate
Increased
Red and deep blue
Type of dye
Writer Burrows
Chess move
Greek letters
Strainer
Depicts
Slippery quality
Categorized
Strong points
Quaker pronoun
Change the color of
Our lang
Scandin.ivian
of the past

LIVE MUSIC
For Sale

(419)354-0636

704 5lh Sirrti
2 Bdrm Furn
9 12 Month Run
Shuiik Hop on properly

'03-'04 Houses & Apartments
616 Second St. - 800 Third St.
3 blocks off campus. Call 354-9740.

2 bdrm. fum. apt. No smoking, no
pets. Close to campus. Inciu util.
Call Tim at 353-5074

130 E. Washington St.. BG

601 J"«S<™.i
I Bdrm Furn
.ih i.... 1375 SMS/month

"Large 1 bdrm. apartment New carpot, next to campus, available now.
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm.

Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs ' Student Groups

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
Clean - Comfortable
Affordable

"Fully furnished efficiency. $455 for
1 person. Monthly leases, includes
all utilities, cable, phone. Call
Buckeye Inn & Studios. 352-1520.

1 bdrm. Milltkm Hotel, downtwn. BG.
2 levels w/spiral staircase & skylight.
Directly above Jed's on corner Main
& Wooster. Avail. now-Aug.
419-308-6787
2 bdrm. apt AVAILABLE NOW'
$545 unfurn. w/fridge. oven stove,
washing mach., a/c. Close to
campus. Will pay $545 upon
signing. 419-352-2919

Used car. 1993 Toyota Tercel (blue)
76274 mi. 4-spd manual, 2 dr. airbag. $1900 OBO. 352-6252.

Snmrilitiit' lot I \ei\onr

"03-04 Houses & Apts. for rent.Going fast, all next to campus & m quiet areas for study. Listings avail 24/7
316 E. Merry #3,353-0325 9am-9pm

Easy walk from Campus. Work
ptAime or lull time around your
college & personal schedule. Work a
min. of 15 hrs./wk. Many college
students work here. Standard pay is
$6 00/hr. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling 4 packaging of
small parts. Apply m person b/w the
hrs. of 9am-5pm (M-F) at ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,
INC., 428 Clough St..8G.OH. only 2
blocks from campus near Kinko's &
Dairy Queen next to RR tracks.

Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fund raising event.
Our programs make
fund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program!
It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
923-3238 or visit
www.cflmpuslundraiser.cflm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
23
24
28
29
30
31
32
34
36
37
39

The Highlands- Sentor/Qrad
Housing, i Bdrm. spacious,
large closets. a» new windows, catpet, seme w/new kitchens & baths
Starts $395. 12 mo lease
Jay-Mar Apts.- Senior/Grad
Housing, 2 Bdrm, spacious, new
windows, floors, kitchens (Oishwasher A range), baths.
Starts $550. 12 mo lease
The Homestead- Grad
Housing, A'C. great tocatoon,
ceramic Me. soundproof cons .
dishwashers, sky lights, vaulted
ceilings Starts $510/month
We'll take care of you. Best
price, well-maintained, privacy
& dead bolt security, large
apts.. 24-hr. maintenance. On
site laundry
www.bghlghlandmgmt.com
high land 6 wcnet.org

BE A LEADER
AMONG
LEADERS
*****
With your bachelor's
degree, you can
become an Army
Officer and be a leader
among leaders. In
Officer Candidate
School (OCS). you'll
.'earn management
and leadership
techniques. Apply now.
Openings are limited.
> > Call lift. John
SnwcyifciHlllSI JS41
(•find tut afetilcoll*|i
\tuniptimttiitn4mttt
Amnfctfttftti

4H-353-LL)VDSJJ
1045 N. Main St.

HOURS: Sun. to Wed. 11-1:30 a.m.
Thurs. to Sat. 11-2:30 a.m.

TWO

mm mist

PIZZAS

FREE Delivery
No Coupon Necessary
Excludes Other Offers
Limited Time Offe*

^Zz^^CARRYOUT
& FREE DELIVERY

Additional Toppings $100 Ea.
(Covers Both Pizzas1]

Best!
ACCEPTED AT THIS LOCATION
Must provide credrt carrf information when ordering
for delivery

